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groundnut and pigeonpea from Sri Lanka. In Sri Lanka, a total of 129 training programs
were organized, and 3,270 farmers and 436 agricultural instructors were trained.
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Maruca testulalis Damage in Determinate and Indeterminate Lines of Pigeonpea in Sri
Lanka Saxena, K B and Lateef, S S and Fonseka, H H D and Ariyaratne, H P and
Dharamsena, C M D (1996) Maruca testulalis Damage in Determinate and Indeterminate
Lines of Pigeonpea in Sri Lanka.
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In antiquity, Sri Lanka was known to travellers by a variety of names. According to the
Mahavamsa, the legendary Prince Vijaya named the land Tambapanni ("copper-red
hands" or "copper-red earth"), because his followers' hands were reddened by â€¦
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Pigeonpea Pod Fly Melanagromyza obtusa (Malloch) (Agromyzidae) Gary J. Steck,
Gary.Steck@FreshFromFlorida.com, Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer
Services, Division of Plant Industry INTRODUCTION: Larvae and pupae from an infested
dooryard planting of pigeonpea pods found on 20 December 2003 in Miami were â€¦
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A third of the working population in Sri Lanka still depend on agriculture, which is highly
vulnerable to climate change. Crop diversification â€¦
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